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history of the Counts of Poitou.

Here in this magical place you can discover the huge granite
rocks (
about magic trees, elves, witches and giants. The natural

5 million years ago, the granite areas which retained water
like sponges allowed large blocks to become round. On a
slope, the swollen rocks slipped and rounded rocks rolled
balanced on another and that is what we call a rickety rock
or
. And the legend of the rocher branlant?
People say that the stone was used as a Judgement Stone or
, mainly for adulterous women. If they
managed to rock one of the stones they were guilty and if
they were innocent they were thrown into the river anyway.
end of the 11th century and beginning of the 12th

period.

that they pretended to hold on wheat collected from the barn of
the King.

During the Hundred Years War, Moreau Audouin, the leader of
a gang of assasins, commited a number of acts of violence in the
area. The bourg of Sainte-Soline was burnt and ransacked and so

Today four of the ten windows need restoring.
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there was only a large ruin surrounded by triple moats full of
water. The fortress used to stand not far from the market town on

the 12th century, was ransacked and destroyed by the English
during the Hundred Years War but was then rebuilt.
Of the chateau of the Marêts, which was partly destroyed during
form a horse-shoe shape, two square towers and two vaulted
rooms.

Just at the outskirts of the centre
today. Today’s church dates from 1828.

because of its geomorphological interest. ‘The Chaos du
spectacular dense group of rocks in a wild and wooded

botanical interest with many wild fruit trees. Access to the

market hall, where young calves can be found along with huge
bulls and cows. In the town centre under the market hall a lot of

back as the 12th century.
visible at the surface and in the arena. The changed granite
(private manor house – listed
centuries.

sprinkled around the commune.

